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1.  General description 

1.1. Overall picture 

1.1.1. Context 

The SocEDA project attempt to develop an elastic federated SOA architecture for complex 

event-driven interactions on distributed and heterogeneous systems offering services. On such 

architecture, contextual information between heterogeneous services will be exchanged and 

personalized according to social network information. 

To implement final services based on this platform, many parameters may be taken into account, 

implying innovative mechanisms or sophisticated technologies. Firstly the event field, which 

suppose that asynchronous streams of information can interact with sequenced processes, to 

produce processes interruptions or modifications. Then the distributed architecture, implying 

powerful collaborative mechanisms between software entities, in order for services to operate at 

scale. Lastly, the social semantic model underlying the whole platform, because it will widely 

influence the information stream content as well as the rules combining them to create services. 

Of course, the SocEDA challenges does not resume to the three quoted above. Other elements 

of complexity must be managed to achieve a reliable platform based on which services may 

operate, as SLA, performance, security, etc. Though, from the higher layer point of view of 

service assembly, those three are the main elements to keep in mind, all along the writing of this 

document. Indeed, this specification's final release will have to fully answer the three 

corresponding questions: how will we introduce events components in a service composition 

tool? How the service description will be packaged for distribution at runtime? And what kind of 

specific information will the design may take advantage of, or will intent to produce?  

This specification continues the work initiated through the state of the art of existing Mashup 

tools (Related documents [1]), which aim is to dispose of a tool allowing to create services 

including events, easily and graphically. For the CEP part, specifics undertakings are conducted 

to address the issue of events enrichment and events rules edition, whom results will be detailed 

in a document to follow (Related documents[2]). 

1.1.2. Goals 

From what we explained in the previous paragraph, and from the SocEDA work as it progress in 

the lower layers, we assume we will inherit of complexity in the higher layer. Yet, a main goal of 

the design tool will be to hide it from the designer. A typical issue, that we will try to solve through 

three means.  

First we will limit our perimeter to simple services and adopt an incremental enrichment principle. 

In particular with the nuclear crisis and the air traffic use case, we will identify consistent sub-

processes for which we will specify the needs in components and environment requirements, 

and will consolidate each step before keeping progressing on the way of use-cases full 

elaboration.  

Second, we will focus on concrete operations to be realized by components, in order to offer 
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"ready-to-use" units of service in various domains. We expect at first to fulfill a basic palette with 

enough components to allow simple scenarios to be designed. Principally those first components 

will be "core components", the ones used for services units articulation, achieving task like data 

aggregation, filtering, etc. Beside, depending on the needs, other kind of components would be 

added, to render services dedicated to a particular domain1. 

Finally, and classically, we will make an extra effort to be able to suggest or predefine the 

maximum of parameters, and to present an interface as ergonomic and intuitive as possible, to 

non-technical users2. 

Another goal of the design tool is to be easily enrichable. Therefore, we must establish clear 

procedures and easy mechanisms to create new components and add them in the palette. Thus, 

to facilitate new components integration, we expect to develop generic components, or template 

components, which can be declined to concrete components, with a minimum or no 

development at all.  

At last, though our perimeter is confined to design layer, and we must adapt to constraints of an 

external engine, we expect the Mashup tool to be able to invoke the deployment and execution 

processes. If such invocation is achieved, the Mashup tool will allow to test flows or even 

components individually while designing, permitting through such a truly concrete approach, a 

step by step understanding for the end-user. 

1.1.3. Target user 

As we mentioned before, target user is a non-developer.  

Such user may be an integrator. This means someone with no particular technical-skill, but 

ready to learn how to use a new environment, if it allows to create new services that can be sold 

to customers. 

Non-developer user may also be a “lambda” user. This may be the quoted customer above, 

which want to design its own service, or an individual, which is interested to build a non-business 

service. 

The Mashup tool should be adapted to both previous cases. This means it will offer wizard and 

other facilities for design without training or technical knowledge, but also that let appear enough 

technical data to allow further bypassing such assisted operation. 

Targeting such users does not mean the Mashup tool may not be used by developers, but at 

least that the first versions should present few interest for them. Though, once a certain richness 

in components would be reached, developers should expect to save time using the Mashup tool.  

Beside, we will try as far as possible to allow integrator-typed users to create new components, 

though, it would be only possible to a certain extent. Consequently, we may need developers 

skills to achieve tools enrichment. In such case, we will first focus on adding high added value 

components, in order to accelerate developer interest, and to gather a community around the 

tool, to aliment a virtuous enrichment spiral. 

                                                 
1
 Whether it is business domain, such as Telco, or general domain, as mathematic. 

2
 Though, all GUI sophistications should not be implemented in the first versions of the tool.  
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1.2. Terms and Concepts definition 

1.2.1. Terms 

Flow The “Flow” designate the component’s sequence describing a whole 

process. The term Flow is not used in the BPMN sense (i.e. arrow 

connector), when it’s the case, it will be mentioned as “BPMN flow”. 

Service A service is functionally equal to a function, receiving inputs, realizing an 

operation using it, and returning a result. A same graphical component may 

allow several related services.  

Component A graphical element underlined by at least one service (/operation) it can 

provide, or information it can afford for an event. Actual service (or event) 

invoked, may depend on graphical user selections on this component.  

Diagram A diagram is a sequence of boxes and arrows. It may designate a portion or 

the totality of a process flow, but regardless of the sequence meaning. A 

diagram is a flow under the graphical (/structural) point of view. 

Row A row is a multiple field entry, whether structured as a tab or an XML block. 

Field A field may be any object (of simple type or of a type known by the 

environment), that may be part of a row. Multiple occurrences of a field of the 

same row would be a column in a table, or a new XML block issued of those 

fields aggregation. 

Component's 

data - inputs 

and outputs 

Input is data that will be consumed by a component, whatever the 

component it may come from. Output is data that will be produced by a 

component, generally as a result of its operation, and that may feed any 

other component.  

Core 

components 

There are used to articulate domain dedicated components data flow. They 

allow data input, joining, retrieving and transformation.  

End-user A user of the final service (/designed flow), to distinguish with the designer of 

the service, which will be called simply a "user". 

 

1.2.2. Acronyms 

EMML Enterprise Mashup Markup Language 

BPMN Business Process Modeling Notation 

BPEL Business Process Execution Language 

 

1.2.3. Related documents 

[1]  SocEDA D4.2.1 State of the Art Mashups.docx 

[2]  SocEDA D4.1.2: CEP Editor Specification  
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1.3. General Architecture 

1.3.1. Main principles 

In order to keep available the richness of a largely tooled framework, and to inherit improved 

mechanisms, the Mashup designer will be based on a BPMN editor. 

The Mashup high level components would encapsulate predefined BPMN components, keeping 

complexity hidden at design time. Then at deploy time, Mashup would be translated to BPMN 

internal representation, and then to BPEL runnable representation, in order to execute the flow 

in its complexity. 

Above, a basic schema depicting this principle, followed by a more detailed schema showing two 

main function of the Mashup tool: saving the designed flow, and exporting runnable file(s). 

1.3.1.1. Mashup designer based-on BPMN/BPEL tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Mashup above BPMN tool 

 

1.3.1.2. Mashup designer saving and running 

The following schema shows  

- the save function, used to save a Mashup project, keeping component’s representation at 
the Mashup level and only uses local Mashup functionalities, 

- the export function, allowing to translate a Mashup internal representation, to an other kind 
of representation. Target representations on the schema above are BPMN and BPEL, 
though, this translation principle could be applied later on to other format, such as EMML. 
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Figure 2: Mashup saving and running 

       : operations assumed by the Mashup tool 
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1.3.2. Mashup designer regarding CEP Editor 

CEP and Mashup editors are due to merge into a single environment by the end of SocEDA 

project, but at this point there are two distinct editors whom functionalities complement one 

another.  

CEP editor is a statements builder, and those statements can both provide and listen for events. 

Mashup editor is a service orchestrator, and those services can be started or interrupted by 

events, or again may trigger events. 

Though both editors are cooperative, they do not operate separately at the same level. Service 

Mashups are supplied with events from an encompassing CEP Editor, and may also provide 

known-type events to feed further CEP treatment. As shown on the figure below, Mashup service 

components are sequenced operations in an events consuming/producing environment3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Mashup designer in the CEP Editor environment 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 As well we could represent service components included in an "operational environment" providing concrete 

services. 
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1.4. Main functionalities  

1.4.1. Design 

The main and most visible Mashup tool functionality is graphical design. The tool must allow 

components to be dragged and dropped  from a palette to a flow panel, to connect components, 

and to parameterize setting on all graphical objects, depends on their underlying function. 

As part of design functionalities, the palette structure may become a true issue, even though in 

the first Mashup tool release a single level structure will be implemented. Indeed, if a large 

bunch of components were to be integrated, and/or if we want to address the issue of atomic 

services composition producing high level components, the components organization in the 

palette would influence components finding and design principles understanding.  

1.4.2.  BPMN encapsulation 

Before it is possible to translate a Mashup diagram to a BPEL executable process, it must be 

transformed to BPMN. This intermediary step allows to delegate deployment and execution 

mechanisms to the lower layer and so to clearly separate and focus on design part. Thus, an 

issue in this document will be to establish translation rules from our Mashup model to a BPMN 

model. 

1.4.3. Produce a testable flow 

From the BPMN process resulting of the Mashup translation, a deployable and runnable BPEL 

file should be produced. Petals BPEL libraries should be invoked for such translations and 

Petals bus may be the target engine to run the BPEL flow.. 

We will evaluate to which extent deploy and run invocations may be achieved directly from the 

Mashup tool, in order to enable “testing while designing” user handling. In such case, the design 

step would be linked to some extent to a test/runtime step, allowing the user to do "incremental 

design", i.e. assembling components, test this first Mashup, and continue assembling. This 

option imply to switch from design step to runtime step, quickly and in both directions. The 

feasibility of  this option will be evaluated after a first tool has been released.  

1.5. Underlying tools  

The Mashup tool could lean upon Petals libraries for Mashup to BPMN to BPEL translations:  

 EasyBPMN4: a library allowing basic operations for BPMN management (modeling, 

saving, translating). 

Those libraries allow to manipulate Java objects representing BPMN diagrams. They can be  

instantiated from Java code, based on XSD BPMN schemes. BPMN diagrams are persisted 

through marshalling operations and are loaded through stored projects un-marshalling. 

Mashup internal object may be translated into internal BPMN objects using those libraries. From 

java code, using XML factories, all BPMN objects (Process, Task) may be instantiated and 

                                                 
4
 See Annex, § 6.1 - Petals libraries 
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parameterized, up to building an entire BPMN diagram in memory. This diagram is then ready to 

be exported into XML BPMN file, or by linking with WSDL operations, to BPEL files.  

 

On the graphical issue, two options are evaluated. One relies on existing Petals Graphical tools: 

 GEasyTools: offering facilities for building a GWT graphical tool and managing diagrams 

in it, what ever the model used for those diagrams, 

 GEasyWebEditor: an intermediary between the view and the model, 

 

An other option is to use home made tools, based also on GWT libraries (gwt-links5) and offering 

basic graphical components and connectors.  

1.6. Inputs/ Outputs  

1.6.1. Design Time 

 

 

 

 

 

Project: all components draggable in the flow are internally represented as lists of Java objects. 

No XSD model will be defined at first to represent them. Therefore, diagram persistence will be 

realized through Java serialization. On the reverse way, stored Mashup projects will be loaded 

through Java de-serialization mechanisms. 

Component data: depending if a new component is added by a developer or an integrator, it may 

be realized through different techniques, though in both cases, several data will be necessary, 

such as connection information, component's input/output structure, icon to display. 

1.6.2. Deploy Time 

Whether or not the "testing while designing" option (see § 1.4.3 - Produce a testable flow) is 

implemented, the Mashup tool will have to provide a deployable BPEL file. 

 

 

 

 

WSDL: though operations are pre-defined for components, effective operation binding occurs at 

deploy time.  

                                                 
5
 See more in Annex - Technical references & links [1] 
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http://code.google.com/p/gwt-links/
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1.6.3. Run Time 

This phase implies the Mashup tool only if we consider the "testing while designing" option (see 

§ 1.4.3 - Produce a testable flow).  

 

 

 

 

 

Monitored information: services execution feed back, to be displayed in the Mashup tool as a 

result of the user tested Mashup. Note that unlike services which could actually execute, if 

events are implied in the tested Mashup, they would be simulated. 

 

1.7. Requirements  

1.7.1. User friendly tool 

The Mashup designer first steps should be intuitive and easy to non-technical users. This means 

all technical operations should be assisted, through configuration boxes, wizards, or other 

graphical facilities, tooltips and contextual help should always be available. 

Beside, through such assisted design process, technical data should kept visible, in order for a 

user becoming familiar with the environment, to bypass all graphical facilities and spare time. 

Beyond efforts that will be made to conceive such a tool, user involvement would be a key set to 

achieve such a result. Therefore, users should be proposed to design a use case based on a 

first subset of components, and from their observation and listening for their comments and 

attempts, proper enhancements would be realized6. 

 

1.7.2. Perimeter 

The Mashup designer should be able to orchestrate processes including events, and to 

assemble data. In a second time, we also expect the Mashup designer to be able to compose 

Web type GUI, through graphical components aggregation. 

On the process part, we will not provide a large set of modeling elements7 allowing to finely 

switch and control the flow, because we do not expect to model business processes, we rather 

expect to allow rapid service concretization. Though, a final Mashup should be a sequencing of 

services units, and materialized as a workflow. 

On the data part, we want component's output information to be composable, enrichable or 

transformable, in all way possible along the flow. We are interested at first at the data issued 

from domain dedicated components, though, we do not exclude in a second time to enrich the 

                                                 
6
 Given such an incremental process, the first version of the Mashup tool will contain few components and a 

minimum of facilities. 
7
 Unlike BPMN through the numerous elements defined in its notation. 

Monitored 

information 

 
Display functions 

Mashup Tool  

at Run time 
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Mashup designer with functionalities specifically oriented toward Web feeding, such as RSS 

feeds. 

In order to offer the complete set of functionalities a Mashup tool may provide, we consider the 

GUI composition issue. Actually, it would be a substantial work that we will probably not achieve 

during SocEDA project. Though, we will engage on this path and specify a Form8 component. At 

this point, the purpose will not be to offer GUI creations facilities through Web components9 

assembly, but to provide a displayable component allowing users to input fields. 

1.7.3. Life Cycle 

The Mashup tool obviously covers the Design phase. 

It may cover the deploy and run phase in a test mode, allowing user to "test while designing", 

though this options will have to be further studied. Indeed, beside the additional work such a 

functionality imply, a test run would be redundant with the production runtime which involves the 

SocEDA governance tool. In addition, the synchronization between both runs would have to be 

assumed.  

If this option was to be implemented, the Mashup tool would not develop a separate runtime, but 

would pilot the deploy and runtime platform tools through an API.  

At this point, the Mashup responsibility is limited at providing the BPEL file set which will be later 

on use for deployment and execution.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8
 In this context, the Form will be part of the Core Components. Later on, it could be part of GUI components. 

9
 Or widget assembly 
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2. GUI Description  

2.1. Overall Description 

Mashup designer is based on basic principles already used in classical Mashup editors, as well 

as other editors manipulating components and displaying a "drawing zone".  

Here the overall picture of the tool's GUI: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Mashup designer - overall graphical view  

 

The Palette holds all components available for design, through one or more distinct containers. 

The Flow is where design occurs. Components are first dragged from the palette and dropped in 

the flow, then they are assembled together. The flow for one project might be composed of 

several panels, displayed under tabs style.  

Components dropped on the flow are attached to a dialog box they can activate to display and 

edit component's properties. 

Additional features may be implemented in the Mashup tool future releases, whether there are 

mentioned or not in the present document. Refers to the § 6.3 - Roadmap in Annex for more 

information about what may appear in the Mashup tool V.0. 
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2.2. Panels 

2.2.1. Palette Panel 

The Palette content is organized as a one depth level structured. A list of components is folded 

under one category, and a click on the category bar unfold it. More than one category may 

appear unfolded at the same time. If the list of components plus the category bar height exceed 

the screen size, a scroll bar appear. 

If a same component's operation(s) share multiple categories, a same instance of this 

component may be found under multiple categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that a second (or more) level of categorizing may be revealed in the component options, 

accessible in the component's properties once the component has been dropped in the flow.  

Refers the Service Components descriptions (§ 2.4.1) to see the different possible options. 

As well, under the Event Category only one10 Event Component will be found. When the Event 

Component is in the flow, its properties will allow to choose the required event type. 

2.2.2. Flow Panel 

The Flow Panel is where components are dropped and assembled to design a flow. For a same 

project, multiple Flow Panels may be available, displayed as Tabs.  

                                                 
10

 At least at the first implementation. 

Search Box for 

components 

Core Components category 

Unfolded 

components  

from Core 

category  

Folded  

other 

component's 

category 
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The flow panel will display tabs as current browsers does:  

- the tab is visible even when one tab only is open,  

- a new tab is opened by a simple click on an adjacent square next to the last tab, 

- at their right, tabs display a cross to close them by simple click. 

 

A same project may consist of several flows, which may be displayed in several tabs, especially 

when no communication is needed between them. When two components of two distinct flows 

have to be linked, a pool subdivision of the Flow Panel could be made.  

The need for a pool subdivision in the flow will be studied for future releases. If it was to be 

implemented, additional panels may coexist in the same flow page.. 

 

The Flow Panel will have to  

- receive dropped Components (including Arrows) from the Palette,  

- allow selection of components it holds 

- manage selected object moves within the panel. 

2.2.3. Menus 

The Mashup tool displays most of the common menus and menu's items.  

Project Edit Tools Help 

New Copy Preferences General 

Open Cut  Samples 

Save Paste   

Export Delete   

Validate Undo   

 

2.3. Draggable components 

The general descriptions in this chapter will focus on graphical aspects and constraints to be 

respected for all components, regardless of their particular behavior. The specific component's 

behavior, depending on the operation they invoke, will be described in each component's 

description. 

2.3.1. Service components 

A Service Component must be able to consume input data, to return output data, and achieve a 

specific task. Relating to BPMN, it may11 be a Service Task, pre-bound to a specific operation 

and having pre-defined input and output data structure. 

Service Component must be represented by a rectangle with all the same visual aspect, though 

                                                 
11

 As most general and simplest case, though, underlying software architecture may be more sophisticated, with 

components translated into Sub Process, or that can correspond to more than one operation, depending of selected 

properties. 
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different icons may tag the box in order to distinguish component's typology or provider. 

The Mashup environment should be provided at minimum with basic Service Components and 

may be enriched with any kind of other components respecting the environment constraints (see 

2.5.1 - Constraints).  

A component may start or end a flow.  

Beside the start or end position, it may be preceded and must be followed by at least an arrow.  

 

 

 

 

 

The arrow(s) preceding may carry the previous component’s output(s) or nothing. The arrow(s) 

following may carry the component’s output or nothing. 

If no arrow is preceding the component, the corresponding service will be executed as runtime 

starts.  

If no arrow is following the component, the variables that may be declared local to this 

component would not be shared with the rest of the flow. 

2.3.1.1. Component properties 

 Scrolling Menu to choose the service's option (for some components only). 

As each component is dedicated to one (or more) particular service, no service or description 

need to be filled in. Though, some details about the service may have to be selected through an 

option menu. Additional component properties may be displayed when option has been selected.  

The figure below is a flow sample showing each component with its associated properties. The 

flow execution would allow invoking an input Web Service with a textual address as parameter, 

and receive the corresponding location (X, Y) by SMS:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Sample flow - component's properties 

 
The properties (highlighted yellow text) shown here are not specifications but illustrate that the 

properties depends on their component. 

From this flow we can also easily understand that a component may be associated with some or 

Service 

component 0,n 0,n 

Locate Input Send SMS 

Format: text 

 

Compose Text 

=> 

($Location.X, 

Location.$Y) 

Phone nb: 0601020304 

Text: My coordinates 

are : <FormatResult>. 

Regards. 

 

Way: 

AddressToXY 
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others properties. Indeed, here, we defined a component “Locate” which can either geo-locate 

an address or retrieve an address from an (X, Y) location, thus the conversion “Way” has to be 

set. But we could also have a component GeoLocate and Reverse-GeoLocate, which would 

need no such a property. 

Properties content must be able to read an other component's property or output. Yet, for non 

developer users, a wizard-type dialog box like the one below should be displayed, where the 

direct preceding components output is preferentially proposed, and which allow to easily format 

parameters: 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Parameters setting Wizard 

 

2.3.2. CEP based Service components 

From a user point of view, this component equals an other Service Component, except it shows 

graphical event type connection: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: CEP Based Service Component 

 

Beside, this component will behave exactly like a basic Service Component and will be hold by 

the Palette the same way, located regarding its domain, not its technical specificities. 

From a technical point of view, the component is activated by an event and returns an event. Its 

underlying service is defined in the CEP Editor through settlements, and at runtime the service 

will fully execute in the CEP engine.  

The Mashup tool will translate this component input connection toward an event sent (to the 

CEP) and its output toward an event reception. It will also manage the potential synchronization 

between those input and output event. See the request synchronization at 2.4.3 - Mashup Flow 

Example.  

The CEP Based Service component will be implemented at first with a single incoming event 

and a single outgoing event.  

2.3.3. Arrow links 

Arrow's main function is to sequence the flow, thus determining operations order or their 

parallelization.  

Arrows may hold a condition, materialized by an "if <expression >". 

X Y 

($Location.X,  Output text: 

Location 

1,1 

 
1,1 
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Arrows display a legend above the link. It may be the condition or a user defined legend or void.  

Double click on the legend make it editable and allow free text input. When free input legend is 

validated (enter key/ cursor moved elsewhere), it results to the un-selection of the properties 

dialog combo box setting arrow's legend to its condition expression.   

The condition can only be defined through the properties dialog box. 

2.3.3.1. Component properties 

 A Text box to edit conditions. 

 A Combo box, selected by default, to display or not the condition expression as a legend. 

Unselecting the combo display a new Text box for the legend. Selecting again the combo box 

withdraw the second Text box and erase its content. 

2.3.4. Event components 

Following the same kind of principles than Service Components, Event Components available in 

the palette are defined to receive and send determined events, using a determined protocol.  

From the graphical point of view, the palette may hold only one (or few) Events Components. A 

same component will be declined into a chosen specific event regarding user selection through 

Event's properties scrolling menus.  

Other Event's properties will depend on the chosen event.   

Event input will not be specified in this document, as input is not a parameter to be set while 

designing the flow, but is event intrinsic. Though, the Event Component must have mechanisms 

for filtering between input and output information, regarding user selections.  

One or more event(s) may trigger the flow, while other events may start receiving information 

only when the flow is active. From the second case, we may have events interrupting the flow, or 

components waiting for such events to occur.  

2.3.4.1. Component properties 

 Trigger the flow (Boolean): false by default.  

 Scrolling Menu to choose the Event type. Additional properties will be displayed, depending 

on event selected. 

2.3.5. Rule Component and CEP Editor 

A special type of component will allow to define rules to apply on Events Components outputs. 

The Rule Component, once dragged on the flow, would allow to open a rule editor, which refers 

to rule edition that will be developed in the CEP Editor. The Mashup tool will invoke this editor 

from the Rule component.  

This section will be completed in this document future versions, regarding to CEP Editor 

progress.  
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2.4. Base components available in the Palette 

On the first stable version of the Mashup tool, the Palette should contain the Core Components, 

which are specified in the following chapter (2.4.1 - Service Components), plus some domain 

dedicated components, which will be specified progressively.  

Here some example of the kind of components that would de integrated, and their domain: 

o Databases: various connectors, for the main DB engines; 

o CRM12: some components to invoke basic functions; 

o Office: a first operation would be to export to Excel; 

o SIG: Compute Path, Path Duration, show Map; 

o Company organization: as components to access Flight or hotel information and 

reservation; 

 

Beside Service Components, more Events types will have to come enriching the Palette. There 

will be defined when we will have a detailed view of the event repository. 

2.4.1. Service Components 

The following paragraph describes in detail the Service Components that may be available in the 

palette. Inputs and outputs will be defined, as the possible options that will imply an input and/or 

output choice. Those options should be selected in component's properties. 

A same component may dispose of different operations it can invoke (/related services it can 

render), regarding chosen component's option13. See "options" case for service description and 

corresponding component behavior.  

Beside, one component may invoke several operation in order to achieve a single service14, and 

different components may implicitly or explicitly realize a same15 type of operation. 

 

Note on Properties syntax: framed values imply a user choice, generally from a scroll menu, 

including a wizard access to allow global constant setting. 

 

Component Aggregate/Filter16 

Category Core Component Options Rows / Fields 

Description Allow to aggregate multiple rows of the same structure type, or to compose one 

new row's structure and fill it with multiple input fields.  

                                                 
12

 First choice could be from open source Sugar CRM 
13

 suchas“GeoLocate”component,where returning an address from a phone number does not imply the same 

operation than returning an X,Y from an address. 
14

 For example, a Sort service would invoke a Sort operation,usingcomplexcomparator(suchas“shortestpath”)

which would be a second operation. 
15

 As Join operation that may be implicitly call by an Aggregate field service or a distance computation that may be 

explicitly called by a Sort component or a Rule component. 
16

 Those two seemingly distinct functions are part of the same component, not only due to possible explicit filtering, 

butbecausefield’saggregationfromonlyonesourceisequivalenttoapurefilteringoperation. 
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Rows aggregation may imply explicit filtering operations, if particular row's 

fields are removed from aggregation through nominative operations or by 

condition on their content.  

Fields aggregation may imply Implicit filtering,  while selecting particular row's 

fields means filtering the one that has not been chosen.. 

Properties Each input component's fields and common component's fields are displayed 

and can be picked up toward target aggregation . Whether user's choice, Rows 

or Fields option will be set.  

Input Row(s) 

Output Row(s) 

  

Service Aggregate/Filter Rows 

Description Provides a storage space for row insertion, regardless of object's type17.  

There must be one or more components source of the service. Insertions may 

intervene repeatedly, and may occur:  

- one by one, from one source component, 

- by group of object's rows of same type, from one source component,  

- by an association of both preceding, from multiple sources. 

Properties 1. Available if one component source only: user defined insertion triggering. 

Following "OR options" must be available on "triggers" property: 

- Once 1..n / Cte distinct lines is/are filled. Then: End the flow / Trigger again 

at each new row / Clear the aggregation and start again 

- Every 1..n second/min./hours/days  

2. By default the entire row is selected for insertions, though, the user may 

chose to filter explicitly on field's name, and then maintain only a subset of 

components source output for insertion (wizard operation). 

Sample 

(merge 

operation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Service Aggregate/Filter Fields 

Description Allow to compose a new object's row structure and to fill it, from distinct fields 

that are components source outputs 

There must be one or more components source of the service.  

                                                 
17

 Assumingrow’sfields(objects)aresimpletypesorenvironment’sknowntypes. 

Aggregate 

List(Path1) 

Compute 

Path 1 

List(Path2) 

Compute 

Path 2 

List(Path 1) + List(path2) 
Sort 
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If only one component is source, then the operation is pure filtering. 

If there are multiple components for aggregation, operation waits for all 

component's output to be available (synchronous operation). 

Properties Wizard must allow the user to chose the fields to aggregate. 

Sample 

(join 

operation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Component Compose Text 

Category Core Component Options None 

Description Allow to compose an output, mixing user manual entries and formatted source 

outputs. A text may be composed this way, mixing manual writing and included 

parameters from components sources (set through wizard operation). 

Properties None but a Wizard access, to allow user to pick up parameters from source 

components and include them, formatted as tags, in the composed text. 

Input 0..n object(s) whom environment is able to apply a toString() on 

Output Text 

Sample  

 

 

 

 

  

Component Sort 

Category Core Component Options None 

Description Allow rows ordering based on user defined rules. 

Properties Different criteria (such as typical ascending/descending) may apply on different 

fields of simple type or complex types known by the environment.  

Input Rows (it may have a single object per row)  

Output Rows (input identical structure) 

Text Compose 

Text 

Text= Your taxi will 

arrive in <duration> 

mn.It’sa<color> car. 

Duration Color 

Send mail 

List(Customer infos 1) 

Customer DB 

List(Customer infos 2) 

Customer additional info 

Aggregate 
List(Customer info 1+2) 
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Sample  

 

 

 

  

Component Look up 

Category Core Component Options From join / from condition 

Description Allow to find the proper data from a list of data according to a criteria. This 

criteria may be based on join mechanisms or conditions, and allow to retrieve 

one or more row in a tab (List or DB). 

Properties Option should be set according to input component(s). 

If it is not possible, Look up criteria may be chosen between "matching row" or 

"operation on a field" 

Sample 

(from 

Condition 

and from 

Join) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Service Look up From Join 

Description Retrieve all fields associated to both input Row(s), based on a common row's 

field. 

Properties Matching key: to be selected between fields (generally an Id) proposals 

Input Row(s), Row(s) 

Output Row(s) 

  

Service Look up From Condition 

Description Retrieve all Row(s) whom one field comply with the condition. 

Properties Condition case: a function18 applied on a field of the input row(s).  

User may be proposed a choice of probable conditions, depending on row's 

field chosen. 

Input Row(s) [, input key] 

                                                 
18

 Such function available for condition evaluation may also be help by a particular component.  

A set of comparison operators should be implemented for complex types known of the environment (Ex: <shortest> 

ifrow’sfieldchosenisPath,<min>or<max>ifrow’sfieldtypeisLong) 

List (path) 
Aggregate Look up 

Criteria = 

shortest (path) 
Look up 
 

Taxi 

Criteria = 

matching taxi 

DB Taxi 
 

List (Taxi) 

List (path) 
Sort 

List (path) 

Criteria = Ascending path length 
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Output Row(s) 

   

Component Form 

Category Core Component Option None 

Description A Form is used to provide data entry, to display and to submit it in the service 

flow. The component allows to design fields to be filled at runtime by the 

previous component for display purposes, and by an end-user (an user of the 

designed service) for input purposes. The fields values will feed the flow, as 

variables in the flow's scope.  

At runtime, the flow steps at a Form component, and wait for the end-user to 

take action before proceeding the flow. 

Properties Contains tooling to add fields, to set their type (simple types or known by the 

environment) and add submit and cancel buttons. 

A wizard associated with fields allows to automate parameters passing. A 

mechanism converting a legend toward an Id will allow to reference fields. 

Input 0..n inputs of simple types or types known by the environment 

Output 0..n inputs of simple types or types known by the environment 

Sample  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.2. Event components 

Actual dedicated Events will be specified in the following versions of this document. 

 

2.4.3. Mashup Flow Example 

This example will be taken to design the first testing of the Mashup tool, in connection with the 

CEP editor. Note this example is one way to design a Taxi scenario, where most of the 

operations are realized on the CEP side. A second design of the same scenario is proposed in 

Annex (6.2.1 - Service Flow example), where at the contrary of this example, the Mashup tool is 

used to design most of the scenario. 

In order to illustrate at the same time the use of component implied in the design, we will show 

the step by step manipulation an end-user would do the complete the design. Components 

implied will be a Form, a send SMS, and a CEP "black box" rendering the big part of the service. 

The first component to be dropped in the flow is a Form, which will allow a customer to select a 

Taxi company. A double click on the Form component open the Form's properties dialog box 

Flight & traveler 

infos 

 

Form Flight 

Reservation 

Flight 

infos 

Display fields= flight infos 

Input fields= traveller infos 
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which allow to create the Form fields: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first Form item needed is a scrolling menu with Taxi companies names. We consider here 

the companies are object referenced in the environment, which means that at each company a 

Id is associated, and this Id can be used by other components of the flow: 
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The "referenced object" choice for menu type opens a search window19, allowing to retrieve a 

sought object while typing.  

 

 

 

 

Then, when the proper object has been found, it can be added to the form's menu.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once back in the Form, Taxi list is filled, and a customer phone number item should be created: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
19

 Here the search possibilities are be minimal. They may evolve within the time of the project. 
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Then, depends if the deployed Form is able to invoke Smart phone system functions access, the 

customer mobile number may be automatically filled or may be filled by the customer. The field 

must be created on the Form in both cases:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
At runtime, the Form displayed to the customer would look like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
At this point intervenes the CEP Based Service Component, achieving the whole service for 

requesting a Taxi: 
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This component is activated on an event containing a request Id, a customer phone number and 

the chosen taxi company. But for the flow designer, it is a basic parameter passing from the 

Form component. Beside, the request Id generation is hidden, as well as the event-based 

connection. Thus, here is what end-users see in the component's properties window: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
At this stage let us have a look at the parameter passing principles, and how the user may be 
helped in such operation. Double click here on the field to fill in opens the following dialog box: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The dialog box above displays all fields of a chosen component (precedent components as first 
choices of the scrolling list), in bright or shaded color whether the item is selectable or not. The 
application makes it so by comparing expected parameter type and chosen components fields 
type.  
When an item is clicked, a text box displays the referenced field, according to a Mashup 
proprietary format20 (that the user may then learn). 

                                                 
20

 Shown here a first try for such a format, where field's Id are generated (and can be referenced) based on their 

legend, with special characters omitted, and blanks replaced by underscores. If a Form has N field with the same 

parameter name, the new parameter will be named as a first one, plus "_N"  
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The previous operation is repeated to pass the customer phone parameter, and then the design 
may end with the SMS to alert the customer of his taxi arrival: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As it has been previously explained, request and response are automatically synchronized in the 
Taxi Request service, and this component output event is a response to the incoming request. 
Thus, this event contains the requesting customer phone number. 
 
The Send type (by SMS) is then defined, and may be filled: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
And directly or by selecting the wizard assistant, the customer mobile number should be chosen: 
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The Taxi service is then complete, and looks like follow on the flow: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5. New component integration 

2.5.1. Constraints 

In order to guaranty the proper integration of new components in the environment, a list of 

constraints should be met. Those constraints will be part of the component's integration 

procedure which will be detailed in future releases of this specification. In particular, files format 

and location, possible database insertions, syntax to be followed, will be part of the new 

component integration operating method. 

 

Properties declaration 

Component's properties should be declared, specifying their type and their mandatory or 

optional nature. 

All properties type must be of (or must be decomposed in) simple21 type. 

When scrolling menus or type list subset should be proposed for property selection, it must be 

specified as well.  

 

Data for appearance 

All graphic information will have to be referenced. The main graphical particularity of a 

component is the icon it displays. The icon format will have to comply with an authorized format 

list, the small plus large icon path will have to respect the one defined, and the icon files name 

will have to follow specific rules.  

 

Help file 

New component should not be integrated without an associated help file set: a general one, and 

a contextual one (an help entry by property field). 

 

Category and tags 

A Component should be associated with predefined key words, allowing to categorize them (in 

the Palette or through  searches) 

                                                 
21

 In future version, more complex type use will be considered (see Roadmap in Annex). 
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3. Data Model 

3.1. Flow schema 

Compare to BPMN, Mashup modeling will not have a large set of components kind, but only 

Services components, Event Component, and Arrow Components. The Mashup notation is 

actually very basic, and does not have to be learned. The Mashup richness comes rather from 

the diversity of its available operations, through the different existing Service Components plus 

their different options.  

As a result, the Mashup model is also quite simple, implying the following constraints:  

- Only an Event or a Service Component can start the flow 

- Only a Service Component can end the flow 

- An Event component can not have an incoming Arrow, and must have at least one outgoing 

Arrow (which imply an Event Component can not be isolated in the flow) 

- An Service Component may be isolated in the flow, in which case it will be instantiated when 

the flow starts, but will be de-correlated of the rest of the flow 

- A Component can only be directly separated from an other Component by an Arrow  

- Multiple Arrows may be incoming to a Service Component 

- Multiple Arrows may be outgoing from a Service Component 

 

To model Mashup components and their association to one another, we will take as input the 

listed constraints and a properties classification that we will define from a first range of services. 

 

3.1.1. BPMN translation 

As a result of the Mashup model simplicity, the Mashup to BPMN translation will relate to a basic 

BPMN flow, in terms of BPMN elements diversity. Consequently, the offered possibilities will be 

restrained and a default interpretation22 of the Mashup composition will be made. 

Translation from Mashup diagram to a BPMN diagram will be realized from inner representation  

of Mashup components (Java objects), to inner representation of BPMN components. Thus, 

translation algorithms will not work on encoded diagrams (as XML encoding) but on Java 

objects, parsing Mashup diagrams to instantiate new BPMN ones. Once BPMN diagram is built, 

we may consider storing it as BPMN file, or translating it to BPEL 

A beginning of Mashup to BPMN translation has been drafted at this point, it can be found in 

Annex at § 6.2 - Mashup to BPMN translation.   

3.1.2. Other translations 

Other types of translations may be considered in the future, as translation to EMML, or any 

Mashup language that would arise or become a standard in the Mashup world. 

In order to achieve those kind of translations, and to be able to maintain them and to have them 

evolve as the languages evolve, a more formal Mashup diagram description should be first 

                                                 
22

 For example,  multiple outgoing Arrow implies parallel paths, never exclusive paths. 
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provided. An XSD description would be a choice, and from it, standard mechanisms to allow 

automated translations.  

3.2. Runtime model 

An option for the Mashup tool is to allow flow testing while designing it. This imply a basic 

deployment plus a runtime that can be "piloted" from the Mashup tool. 

Such a facility will not be implemented at first, but if or when it is developed, this paragraph will 

describe it. 
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4. Control system 

4.1. List of functions  

4.1.1. User functions 

4.1.1.1. New Project 

A new project invocation prompts a dialog box to the user. It allows to edit the new project name.  

Once the name selected and the OK button pressed: 

- If a previous project is open: whatever it has been saved or not, all project's tabs become 

grouped under one single tab, named at the project name, 

- A new blank tab opens, with a default legend (such as flow 1),   

- The new project name must be displayed in the environment to be visible whatever project's 

tab is active (for example in the Mashup tool header).  

4.1.1.2. Save Project  

A typical Save dialog box appears. This dialog box include a "Set as default" directory button. 

The directory it opens in is the last directory where a project had been saved, and if there's 

none, on the default directory.  

The default23 projects directory may be changed through Preferences setting. 

Project are stored under a single file, with a extension referring to "Orange Mashup Project". A 

serialization process would start at a root element pointing on all project's flows, each containing 

a diagram, which would point on lists of all components appearing in the flow(s). 

4.1.1.3. Open Project  

If a previous project is open: whatever it has been saved or not, all project's tabs become 

grouped under one single tab, named at the project name. 

A typical Open dialog box appears, in the default projects directory. Files with Orange Mashup 

Project's extension appear for selection.  

4.1.1.4. Export Project  

This function first invoke BPMN libraries, in order to build a BPMN internal diagram based on the 

current Mashup project's diagram. The corresponding operations will be detailed when the 

Mashup to BPMN translation mechanisms will be further described.  

Then this function may invoke:  

- BPMN libraries in order to build a BPMN XML file, from the BPMN internal diagram,  

- BPMN to BPEL libraries to build a BPEL XML file, from the BPMN internal diagram.  

See 6.1 - Petals libraries in Annex for libraries references. 

                                                 
23

 For Windows system it would be "My Documents" directory  
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4.1.1.5. New Tab  

This function opens a new Flow Panel and display it in a tab next to the current one. The new 

tab opens with a default title (such as flow n), incremented by one relatively to previous project's 

tab. 

The project's components in memory must be shared between tabs, just like if they were in a 

different pool in the same Flow Panel. The component's position related to one or an other panel 

should be memorized only for graphical purpose.  

4.1.1.6. Select a Tab  

If the selected tab is one of the active project's tab, the focus change from the previous active 

tab to the selected one.  

If the selected tab is a project's tab set (see 4.1.1.3 - Open Project, when a previous project is 

already open): 

- the active project's tabs become grouped under one single tab, named at the project name, 

- all selected project's tab open, with the focus on the first identified project's tab. 

 

4.1.1.7. Undo  

This function may be activated to undo the last of the following operations: 

- Cut, Copy and Paste a selection of components 

- Graphical move of a selection of components 

Undo applies globally, i.e. non distinctively for a tab or an other.  

If undo applies to a tab that has not the focus, the focus is set on this tab.  

Once the Save Project or Save Tab has been activated, the Undo function reinitializes. 

If Undo is invoked two times in a row, the second invocation redo the previous undone action. 

4.1.1.8. Help 

The General item on Help menu opens a new window, independent of the Mashup tool, which 

displays all information about the way to use the Mashup designer.  

The Sample item displays in the same window than General item, at a page describing samples. 

Those samples should be available to import in the Mashup environment. The help page should 

describe them, specify where they can be found and how to import them.  

4.1.1.1. Preferences 

A preferences dialog box allow to set general user options.  

This section will be later completed following the Mashup tools development and specification to 

follow. For instance, following options are available: 

- Mashup project's default directory setting 
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4.1.1.2. Validate 

This function24 applies to the whole project (all project's tabs and their possible connections).  

This function compares the flow structure and the information it contains, with a conformance 

model. After the validation has ended, the user is alerted through an error report. 

Conformance model will enrich along Mashup tools future versions. Here are the first validation 

points it contains: 

- Component's mandatory properties are filled.  

- Component's properties type correspond to requirements.  

- BPMN flow can be build. 

 

4.2. Data persistence 

4.2.1. Mashup diagrams  

Mashup projects will be saved using Java serialization25. As we have no plan to develop a 

standard Mashup language, neither to adopt an existing one, we will not save Mashup projects 

under a dedicated format, as a proprietary or existing XML-based one. Instead, we will use Java 

standard persisting tools, allowing to encode and decode a Java objects arborescence.  

The classes we will develop to describe a component or a component attribute, that needs to be 

persisted, will implement the Serializable interface. Objects that should be ignored from 

persisting process will be declared transient. Finally, a diagram parsing and saving procedure 

should be developed to actually persist an whole project. 

The result will be stored under a single file, in the user defined project directory on disk, with an 

extension related to the Mashup tool. 

In order to allow loading of a existing diagram, a restoration procedure will be developed to de-

serialize a stored Mashup project.  

4.2.2. BPMN export  

Translation procedures will produce BPMN instances of Mashup diagrams. This operation will 

prepare the deploying phase. This translation process will run in memory, i.e. there is no need to 

provide a BPMN file in order to obtain the BPEL file for deployment. However, in future releases, 

the Mashup tool could allow to produce a BPMN file. This feature would be convenient to import 

Mashup projects in BPMN environments, or to offer a way of storing26 using standard language.  

From the BPMN instance that will be available after the translation procedure has executed, an 

invocation to Petals BPMN libraries will allow to produced a XML-based BPMN file. Details of 

concerned libraries will be found in Annex at 6.1 - Petals libraries. 

                                                 
24

 In the first Mashup tool version 
25

 Also called marshalling (and un-marshalling its reverse operation, to load an existing encoded project) 
26

 Note though, that no reverse BPMN to Mashup process will be developed. 
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4.2.3. BPEL export  

Petals libraries allow to produce a BPEL file from a BPMN file, as well as from a BPMN instance 

in memory. In both cases, WSDL files referencing used operations should be provided.  

In the Mashup tool, we will invoke the producing of BPEL files from a BPMN instance. 

Regarding WSDL file set, as operations in a Mashup component is "pre-bound" to a dedicated 

operation, the association could theoretically be realized automatically by the Mashup tool. 

Though, if such an automated process may be considered for a "test-run", a human action may 

be required in order to provide a BPEL file set to deploy in a production environment. Indeed, the 

governance module of SocEDA will be responsible of service discovering and associating an 

operation to the most proper service (regarding its version, its availability, or any other property). 

Therefore, the Mashup tool may offer facilities for the user to associate operations to concrete 

services, but it will probably not be able to automate the process. 

More details about the BPEL file generation will be provided when the governance process will 

be at a more advanced stage.  

Petals libraries quoted above are listed in Annex at 6.1 - Petals libraries. 
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6. Annexes  

6.1. Petals libraries  

 

Operation /Base 

resource 

Library or 

project 

Package or path Comment 

    

Objects factory easybox-api-1.0 com.ebmwebsourcing.easybox.api  

BPMN 2 Schema  bpmn20-api-1.0 resource/schema/bpmn2.0/ *.xsd 

BPMN created 

elements 

bpmn20-api-1.0 com.ebmwebsourcing.easybpmn.bpmn20

.api.element 

element's 

Interface 

BPMN to BPEL bpmn2bpel-1.0 com.ebmwebsourcing.easybpmn.bpmn2b

pel 

 

BPMN instances 

to BPMN file 

bpmn20-api-1.0 com.ebmwebsourcing.easybpmn.bpmn20

.api  

 

BPMN instances 

building Samples 

easybpmn.bpmn

20-impl 

~src/test/java  

 

6.2. Mashup to BPMN translation  

6.2.1. Service Components sequences  

6.2.1.1. Restriction and model interpretations 

When a Service Component is the target of multiple arrows, those arrows must have all 

condition or no conditions at all.  

When a Service Component is the source of multiple arrows, it implies the following flow may 

fork and execute parallel path (targeted component  will execute in parallel). 

When a Service Component is the source of multiple arrows, it implies the Service Components 

source of the arrows should all finish before the flow keeps going: the flows will synchronize at 

the Gateway resulting of the translation. 

6.2.1.2. Data model 

A Mashup Service Component requires the following attributes: 

- Component graphical position in the flow (X, Y) 

- A List of potential conditions leading to the service  

 

Temporary gateway objects may be defined in order to build an intermediary diagram during the 

parsing, that would allow the 1 to 1 translation when the parsing is over. 
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6.2.1.3. Parsing 

Three different operations may be realized sequentially: 

- A “downward” component’s parsing (looking at the arrows source of the component), 

allowing to position the forking gateways. 

- A parsing of the conditional arrows, allowing to define the arrow’s condition in the properties 

of the targeted component and cleaning the arrow of the so transferred condition. 

- A “backward” component’s parsing (looking at the arrows targeting the component), allowing 

to position the joining gateways. 

When the parsing is over, a 1 to 1 mapping, from Mashup component to BPMN component may 

be realized. 

Regarding to this methodology, when we use the terms “will be mapped”, it imply the mapping 

will occur after the parsing ended. At the point we consider the mapping that will occur, we may 

set the condition properties of the components, and we may instantiate new object (representing 

gateways) that can be later translated to BPMN Gateways. 

6.2.1.4. Translation 

Note1: we based on the BPMN 2.0 specification ([2]) to decide components mapping. Though, if 

we were to restrict to BPMN 1.x capabilities, some rules would change. Ex: Service Component 

maps toward BPMN Service Task as it is allowed in BPMN 2.0. In BPMN 1.x we should map to a 

Sending Task plus a Receive task, which would make the translation much more complex.  

Note2: we assume the BPMN Default Sequence Flow will be available. If ever it was not the 

case, a bypass could be imagined but quite complicated to implement.  

A service component must be mapped whether to a BPMN Service Task which is pre-bound to a 

specific operation and has pre-defined input and output data structure, or to a BPMN Sub 

Process containing at least such a Service Task. In the following descriptions, we will call such a 

Task the corresponding BPMN Task. When we will translate the component to a Sub Process, 

we will detail the definition of this Sub Process. 

The following rules apply for the translation: 

1. A Service Component followed by no arrow, will be mapped to the corresponding BPMN 

Task.  

2. A Service Component followed by an one arrow with no condition attached, will be mapped 

to the corresponding BPMN Task followed by a Sequence Flow. 

3. A Service Component followed by one arrow with attached condition, will be mapped to the 

corresponding BPMN Task followed by an unconditional Sequence Flow. The condition must 

be set in the Service Component target properties. 

4. When a Service Component is followed by more than one arrow, the arrow’s conditions if 

there are, must be set in the Service Components target properties. 

4.1. If at least one arrow has no condition, the component will be mapped to the 

corresponding BPMN Task, followed by Parallel Gateway, followed by a Sequence Flow 

for each designed arrow. 
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4.2. If all the arrows have conditions, the component will be mapped as described previously 

(in 4.1), but in addition, the Parallel Gateway will be added a Default Sequence Flow 

leading to an End Event. 

5. A Service Component preceded by several arrows, will be mapped to the corresponding 

BPMN Task or Sub Process (as defined at pt. 6), preceded by a Parallel Gateway, preceded 

by one Sequence Flow for each designed arrow. 

6. A Service Component preceded by one or more arrow(s) that has an attached condition on 

its properties, will be mapped to the following Sub Process:  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

A translation sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Will be translated as follow: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M1 

M2 

M3 

M4 

M5 

M0 

= Default Sequence Flow  

T 
condition1 

condition N 

…
 

T1 

T4 

T5 

+ 
SP2 

T0 

T3 

Mn  = Mashup Service Component, 

referring to a particular 

operation (as receive SMS) 
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Note: let’s consider the M3 to M5 arrow, and imagine a condition on it would be accepted. As the 

condition appears after the task execution, this condition could imply the restriction on the 

parameter transmission? In this case, component M3 could be translated as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2.1.1. Special cases 

One of the component's source is a DB connector: DB connector triggering should occur each 

time the component itself is activated. The translated BPMN flow should reflect such behavior:  

 

Tn = Task, or Sub Process containing only and Start Event, the Task, and an End Event 

= 
+ 

SP2 T 
condition 0 

condition 1 

+ 

SP3 
=  

T3a = “SubTask”correspondingtotheoperationcalloftheTask 

T3b = “SubTask”correspondingto Task modifying a result variable  

(simulation behaviour of result being returned or not) 

T3a 
condition 1 condition 2 

T3b 

DB 

M2 

M1 T1 DB 

M2 
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6.2.2. Service Flow example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Data Management: 

Receive SMS  Receive Location    GeoLocate  Compute Path  Aggregate  Retrieve (1) 

IdC CustomerNb  IdT (X,Y)  IdC (X,Y)  IdC  IdT  Path  IdC  IdT1  Path1  IdC  IdT  Path 

        IdC  IdT2  Path2   
 

Path Duration  DB Taxi  Retrieve (2) 

IdC IdT Path Duration  IdT1 Color other infos..  IdT Color 

  IdT2 Color other infos..   

Color 

Customer 
Path 

Taxi 

(X,Y) 

Receive 

SMS 

(X,Y) 

Aggregate 

List (path) 

Compute 

Path 

Look up Criteria = 

shortest (path) 

Send SMS  

Compose 

Text 

Text= Your taxi will 

arrive in <duration> 

mn.It’sa<color> car. 

Path 

Duration 

Path 

Duration Path 

Look up 

Taxi List (Taxi) 

Result: text 

MobileNb 

Receive 

Location Criteria = 

matching taxi 

DB  

Taxi 
 

 

SIG 

SIG 

   GeoLocate 
SIG 

triggers = once <TaxisNb> 

distinct lines are filled. Then 

end the flow. 

MobileNb = CustomerNb 
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6.2.1. Event Flow example (CEP Editor) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Status Taxi  

Status 

Presence Taxi 

Presence 

Location 

Merge  

INSERT INTO TaxiAvailability 

SELECT * from TaxiStatus, TaxiPresence 

WHERE TaxiStatus.id = TaxiPresence.id 

AND TaxiStatus.free AND Presence = true 

 

Taxi  

Availability 

Merge criteria : Taxi 

From Merge 

Criteria 

Taxi  
Location 

Merge  
 

INSERT INTO AvailableTaxiLocation 

SELECT * from TaxiAvailability, TaxiLocation 

WHERE TaxiAvailability.id = TaxiLocation.id 

 
From Merge 

Criteria 

Merge criteria : Taxi 

Available 

Taxi 

Location 
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6.3. Roadmap 

This tab lists the functionalities that has been considered in this document, and clarify if there 

are meant to be implemented or not in the very first release of the Mashup tool (V.0). 

Functionality V. 0 Reference / Comment 

Base environment and operations: Palette & Flow, drag 

& drop, components connection, opening properties, etc. 

X  

Wizard for parameter passing edition  P. 18 

Service Core Components Part of from p. 16 

Other Services Components  P. 20 

One CEP based Service Component X 2.3.2 

Graphical assistance for choosing Component's 

followers  

 To be specified 

General help X  

Contextual help   

Mashup to Java BPMN to BPEL file X § 3 and § 4.2 

BPMN export (BPMN file generation)  § 4.2.2 

User functions: new/save/open project X  

p. 4.1.1 User functions User function: new Tab (multiple tab project)  

User function: validate X 

User function: undo  1 level 

"Test-run" (run while designing)   Option to study 

Flow separation through pools  Need to be evaluated  

Special types (as Phone Nb)   

 

6.4. Technical references & links 

 Reference Link Comments 

[1]  Gwt-link 

 

http://code.google.com/p/gwt-links/ 

 

Graphical GWT library providing 

components, arrows, and 

connection mechanisms.  

[2]  BPMN 2.0 http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/PDF/ Last BPMN specification.  

 

http://code.google.com/p/gwt-links/
http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/PDF/

